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Abstract:
Eleven years of daily 500 m gridded Terra Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (MOD10A1) snow cover
fraction (SCF) data are evaluated in terms of snow presence detection in Colorado and Washington states. The SCF detection
validation study is performed using in-situ measurements and expressed in terms of snow and land detection and misclassiﬁcation
frequencies. A major aspect addressed in this study involves the shifting of pixel values in time due to sensor viewing angles and
gridding artifacts of MODIS sensor products. To account for this error, 500 m gridded pixels are grouped and aggregated to differentsized areas to incorporate neighboring pixel information. With pixel aggregation, both the probability of detection (POD) and the false
alarm ratios increase for almost all cases. Of the false negative (FN) and false positive values (referred to as the total error when
combined), FN estimates dominate most of the total error and are greatly reduced with aggregation. The greatest POD increases and
total error reductions occur with going from a single 500 m pixel to 33-pixel averaged areas. Since the MODIS SCF algorithm was
developed under ideal conditions, SCF detection is also evaluated for varying conditions of vegetation, elevation, cloud cover and air
temperature. Finally, using a direct insertion data assimilation approach, pixel averaged MODIS SCF observations are shown to
improve modeled snowpack conditions over the single pixel observations due to the smoothing of more error-prone observations and
more accurately snow-classiﬁed pixels. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Accurately measuring and predicting snowpack distribution is important for improving weather and climate
prediction, and making water management decisions.
This is especially true in mountainous areas, which can
contribute a large percentage of a region’s water supply
(e.g. Mote et al., 2005; Stewart, 2009). However,
collecting snow observations and modeling the snowpack
can be extremely challenging due to its high spatial and
temporal variability in mountainous areas (Elder et al.,
1991; Anderton et al., 2004; Trujillo et al., 2007). Snow
water equivalent (SWE) is most often the variable of
interest for mountain-based snow water content and is
accurately measured with in-situ instrumentation and can
be observed by satellite sensors, like passive microwave.
However, these sensors do not resolve snow conditions
well in mountainous areas. Large-scale estimates of highresolution (e.g. < 1 km2) snow cover fraction (SCF) can
be derived from visible to near-IR wavelength satellite
sensors. Though these satellite-based retrievals can suffer
from cloud and tree canopy presence, these sensors better
detect snow cover in mountainous areas, as compared to
the passive-microwave sensors.
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One such visible/near-IR satellite sensor is the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS), which is used to derive 500 m resolution,
binary (‘snow’ or ‘no-snow’) snow cover area (SCA)
products (Riggs et al., 2006). Several efforts have been
made to derive a 500 m SCF product (Rosenthal and
Dozier, 1996; Kaufman et al., 2002; Salomonson and
Appel, 2004; Painter et al., 2009), which can be more
easily used in observational and hydrological modeling
studies. The MODIS SCF product offers subgrid
fractional information that can be valuable for improving
snowpack estimates using data assimilation (DA) algorithms (De Lannoy et al., 2012). However, to assimilate
these SCF observations, it is necessary to evaluate the
errors associated them. In this study, the MODIS SCF
observations are evaluated for their ability to detect snow
presence in mid-latitudinal, high and low elevation
regions, with special attention given to spatial and
temporal detection error variability
Retrievals from MODIS, like other optical-based satellite
sensors, are impacted by atmospheric conditions (e.g. cloud
cover, Simpson et al., 1998; Hall et al., 2002b), physiographic conditions (e.g. vegetation cover, Klein et al., 1998;
Vikhamar and Solberg, 2003; Parajka et al., 2012a) and
snow conditions (e.g. patchy snow, Klein and Barnett, 2003;
Dery et al., 2005). SCF values and detection are underestimated in coniferous forested areas, especially when the
sensor view angle is further from the nadir viewing position
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(Hall et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2008). More speciﬁc to the
product algorithm level, errors relate more with solarradiation effects (e.g. snow reﬂectance anisotropy); sensor
viewing angle to the ground (Hall et al., 2001; Dozier et al.,
2008) and atmospheric conditions (top-of-the atmosphere
view only) (e.g. Salomonson and Appel, 2004).
Most studies estimate MODIS snow cover detection
errors in terms of omission (snow not detected though
present) and commission (incorrectly classifying snow when
not present). A preferred method to validate the MODIS
500 m sub-pixel fraction is to use higher resolution satellite
images, like Landsat 30 m scenes (Hall et al., 2000;
Vikhamar and Solberg, 2003; Molotch and Margulis,
2008; Painter et al., 2009; Rittger et al., 2012). However,
these satellites have low temporal overpass frequencies
(e.g. at most every 16 days) and are impacted by cloud
presence and detector band saturation over snow surfaces
(e.g. Rosenthal and Dozier, 1996).
A majority of snow cover detection studies has been
performed with in-situ-based SWE and snow depth
datasets, including measurements from the SNOwpack
TELemetry (SNOTEL) and Cooperative Observer
Program (COOP) networks. Table I summarizes some
of the error values estimated in studies which validate the
daily 500 m SCA data (MOD10A1 product) from the
Terra satellite. Also, it provides information about
number of validation sites, study areas, product version
and where MODIS falsely detected (‘snow falsely
detected’) or failed to detect snow (‘snow-missed’). All
errors listed reﬂect clear-sky conditions for all validation
points. In Maurer et al. (2003), both omission and
commission errors were combined (referred to ‘all’ in
Table I) to indicate total detection error (e.g. about 19%
for the Columbia River basin). A more comprehensive
review that compares many MODIS snow cover validation studies can be found in Parajka and Blöschl
(2012b). Though evaluating satellite products with insitu measurements is quite common, this approach can be
problematic during transition periods, like early fall and
late spring, due to the difference in measurement scales
and what is ‘represented’ at those scales (e.g. Klein and
Barnett, 2003). To address this, studies like Romanov
et al. (2000), Zhou et al. (2005), Brubaker et al. (2005)
and Tong et al. (2009) aggregated MODIS pixels or used
different statistical approaches to determine a representative snow depth and/or cover for validation purposes.
As noted in Table I, some studies were performed with
less than a year of data (e.g. Maurer et al., 2003; Simic
et al., 2004; Brubaker et al., 2005) or with about a dozen
sites (e.g. Klein and Barnett, 2003; Zhou et al., 2005;
Tong et al., 2009). Building upon these previous papers,
the work presented here provides an evaluation of
11 years of MODIS SCA and SCF data for Colorado
and Washington states, i.e. two different mid-latitude
mountainous regions with varying climate and snow
conditions. All available SNOTEL and COOP sites
within those regions are used to distinguish between
higher and lower elevation areas and different vegetation
types. In addition, this study addresses issues introduced
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

via the sensor’s viewing angles and gridding artifacts (e.g.
Hall et al., 2001; Tan et al., 2006; Painter et al., 2009).
Finally, a simple DA case is used to demonstrate the
impacts of assimilating MODIS SCF into a land surface
model (LSM) and accounting for these issues.

SENSOR VIEWING GEOMETRY AND
OBSERVATION GRIDDING ISSUES
An advantage for using the global gridded MODIS
products is that they have been validated, projected onto a
uniform grid and made ready for the end-user community.
However, the projected pixels shift in spatial location
from day to day due to a combination of MODIS sensor
viewing geometry, gridding the sensor observations to the
daily or composited products, and to a lesser degree,
geolocation errors (e.g. Wolfe et al., 1998; Tan et al.,
2006; Parajka et al., 2012a). The shifting pixel effect does
add uncertainty to the MOD10A1 snow maps, especially
at the edge of snow covered areas. Figure 1 highlights this
shifting issue, showing lake-classiﬁed pixels from the
daily MOD10A1 SCF product moving continuously over
almost four consecutive days (Figure 1a–d) in April of
2006 for central Colorado, U.S. (highlighted blue pixels
within the circle of each plot). Also, for this same region,
Figure 1e shows contours of these lake-detected pixel
frequencies (for years 2000–2010) overlaid on top of
MODIS land cover classes (MOD12 product), which
includes water pixels that do not line up with the waterclass pixels estimated in the MOD10A1 product.
The pixel shift is mainly attributable to misregisteration
of the raw MODIS sensor observations with the grid cells
they are mapped to (Wolfe et al., 1998). This effect is
most pronounced at higher sensor viewing angles (since
the sensor scan increases away from nadir), also known as
the viewing zenith angle (VZA). As the sensor-viewed
area for an observation increases, it causes observations to
span a couple of kilometers and assigns the same value to
multiple neighboring grid cells (e.g. at 500 m resolution)
in the sinusoidal projection (e.g. Tan et al., 2006).
Figure 1a reveals such elongated snow-covered pixels at
higher VZA values versus those shown in Figure 1b,
which are observed at a more nadir position. This is
shown similarly in Figure 5 of Dozier et al. (2008) for the
MODIS Snow-Covered Area and Grain size product. For
the geolocation step (Level 1 processing), the MODIS teams
have removed much of the geolocation error, reaching subpixel accuracies of close to 50 m at nadir (e.g. Wolfe et al.,
2002) and improving the products with each subsequent
MODIS data collection release (Wolfe and Nishihama,
2009). Larger geolocation errors can occur at higher
scan angles, over highly varying terrain (due to incorrect
DEM information) and at times of spacecraft maneuvering,
but this phenomena is not as common (e.g. Wolfe and
Nishihama, 2009).
For validation and DA purposes, the shifting pixels in
the higher resolution MODIS products pose a signiﬁcant
difﬁculty. Accurately validating the MODIS snow cover
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1 Oct 2000–9 Jun 2002

13 Oct 2000– 30 Mar 2001

Nov 2000– Apr 2001
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9.92–32.65
9.6

23.8–54.8
5.7
< 1.4
20
5
55
17
7

5.3
15.8
3.5
13.3
1.5

19
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26
31
4.4
25.5
11.2
14.8
3.2–17.4
0–7.5
7
10–20
1–10
2–7
1–3
10–18

Error (%)

Criteria

All clear days
All clear days

All clear days
Snow-missed
Snow falsely detected
All clear days
All clear days (and same for
cases below)
In-situ snow depth 1–2 cm
In-situ snow depth 3 cm
In-situ snow depth > 4 cm
Snow-missed (all)
Snow falsely detected (all)
Tmp > 0  C; 5 cm (Missed)
5  C < Tmp <0  C (Missed)
Tmp < 5  C; 5 cm (Missed)

All clear days
Forested Pixels
All clear days
Forested Pixels
Snow-missed
Snow falsely detected
Snow-missed
Snow falsely detected
Snow-missed
Snow falsely detected
All clear days
Evergreen forest (clear)
Deciduous forest (clear)
Herb dominant (clear)
Snow-missed (Evergreen)
Snow falsely detected (Evergreen)

Table I. Summary of station-based comparisons with MOD10A1 SCA products

4 snow depth sites
244 SNOTEL sites

245 SNOTEL and
U.S. HCN sites

20 snow depth sites
20 snow depth sites

754 snow depth sites

2000 Canadian snow
depth sites

4 SNOTEL sites

15 SNOTEL sites

15 SNOTEL sites

762 SNOTEL and
1330 COOP sites

Sites used
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Figure 1. MODIS lake-interpreted pixels are shown (within the circle of each plot) to vary for the Terra/MODIS snow cover fraction product for four
consecutive days (a–d), except for April 18, 2006, which is missing due to cloud obscuration, in central Colorado. e) For the same domain, MODIS land
cover classes (indicated in table on right) are overlaid by contours of MODIS SCF lake-pixel frequencies, based on the number of days a pixel is
classiﬁed as lake to total non-cloudy days for years 2000–2010 (bar scale to right corresponds to lake contours)

(or other gridded products) should be done by employing
observational area dimensions and observation-to-grid
location offset data (Tan et al., 2006). However, without
this information, the 500 m projected snow cover grid
cells can be still validated by spatially averaging them
to coarser resolutions to better obtain the true location of
the sensor observation relative to the projected grid cells
(Tan et al., 2006). In the next sections, this approach is
applied to estimate the MODIS snow cover product
detection ability.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

BACKGROUND
MODIS snow cover data products

The Terra MODIS Level 3, collection 5, daily 500 m
daily snow cover products (MOD10A1) are obtained from
the National Snow and Ice Data Center in Boulder,
Colorado, USA (Hall et al., 2006) from 5 March, 2000 to
30 September, 2010. Only Terra MOD10A1 observations
are evaluated here and not those from the Aqua MODIS
sensor. Though Wang et al. (2009) did ﬁnd close agreement
Hydrol. Process. (2012)
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between the two sensors’ snow cover products, only Terra
satellite-based observations are considered due to differences in MODIS bands used in the Aqua satellite-based
algorithm. The universal MODIS SCF product is generated
using 30 m Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus scenes,
corresponding to 500 m MODIS scenes, to derive linear
regression equations to estimate SCF values based on the
Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) values for each
500 m pixel as described in Salomonson and Appel (2004,
2006). Salomonson and Appel (2004) estimated a mean
absolute error of less than 10% for the SCF range (0–100%),
using three days of higher northern latitudinal satellite
scenes. Some of the MODIS SCF product’s main issues are
that the satellite scenes were not cloud- or vegetation-free,
and the radiances were not corrected for atmospheric effects
(Salomonson and Appel, 2004; 2006).
In-situ snow datasets

The snow validation datasets include the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation
Service SNOTEL daily SWE and the National Weather
Service COOP daily snow depth observations, for the period
of March 2000 to September 2010 (reﬂecting Water Years
(WYs) 2000–2010). For SNOTEL, instantaneous snow
measurements from snow pillow instruments become
available at midnight, local standard time. These instruments are usually located in higher elevation regions,
throughout the western U.S. COOP snow depth data include
manual measurements taken mainly at airports and weather
station locations in lower elevation regions. Additional
quality checks are applied to the dataset (e.g. Serreze et al.,
1999) to screen for any erroneous data points. In the
evaluation of the MODIS snow detecting ability, we assume
that the absence or presence of snow at the in-situ
observations is representative for at least a 500 m pixel area.
LSM description

To demonstrate the impact of MODIS SCF detection
errors on modeled snowpack, an LSM with a multi-layer
snow scheme, the Community Land Model (CLM),
version 2.1 (e.g. Oleson et al., 2004), was selected for
the DA experiments. The model contains up to ﬁve layers
of snow and accounts for liquid, ice and heat energy
stores and changes within each layer. The snow scheme
layers can also build and collapse through accumulation
and melt processes (e.g. compaction and metamorphism)
and include snow albedo, thermal and hydrological
dynamics. The snow parameterizations are mostly
adapted from Anderson (1976), Jordan (1991) and Dai
and Zeng (1997).
The Land Information Systems (LIS) software (e.g.
Kumar et al., 2006) is used to drive the CLM experiments
on the LIS-based 0.01 (1 /100 pixels or ~1 km)
geographic coordinate system (GCS) grid. LIS contains
direct insertion (DI) and Kalman-ﬁlter based DA
approaches. Within LIS, CLM has been partially modiﬁed
from its original version, for projects like the Global Land
Data Assimilation System project (Rodell et al., 2004).
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

This includes mapping between CLM’s plant function
type vegetation parameters and the University of
Maryland (UMD) land classiﬁcation, which is used in
this study.
Model parameter and meteorological forcing datasets

The Terra MODIS (collection 4) UMD land cover
classiﬁcation product is utilized (Hansen et al., 2000;
Friedl et al., 2002) by mapping it to the LIS 0.01 GCS
grid. For the CLM leaf area index (LAI) parameter, six
years (2001–2006) of the Terra MODIS LAI product are
used to generate a monthly climatology. Soil parameter
maps are derived from the Penn State University-USDA
State Soil Geographic Database dataset (http://www.
soilinfo.psu.edu/index.cgi?soil_data&conus). The 1 km
elevation map is derived from the 30 m USGS National
Elevation Dataset (NED) and shown in Figure 2. CLM is
forced with 0.125 resolution North America Land Data
Assimilation System (NLDAS) meteorological ﬁelds,
which includes observed (e.g. merged radar and gage-based
rainfall) and model-derived (i.e. Eta-based Data Assimilation System analyses) products (Cosgrove et al., 2003).
Within LIS, the NLDAS ﬁelds are downscaled to the 0.01
grid, and temperature, speciﬁc humidity, downward longwave radiation and surface pressure are adjusted to the
~1 km NED elevation maps, using the environmental lapse
rate (6.5 K/km).
Study areas

This validation study is performed for two regions,
Washington (WA) and Colorado (CO). The two regions
reﬂect different snow and vegetation conditions and
were selected for their high topographic and snow
variability. The areas have bounding coordinates of the
lower left corner (45.005 N, 121.995 W) and upper right
corner (48.995 N, 116.995 W) for WA, and lower left
corner (37.005 N, 108.995 W) and upper right corner
(40.995 N, 102.005 W) for CO. Figure 2 highlights these
two study areas and shows each region’s SNOTEL and
COOP network sites used in this work. After applying
additional quality-control checks, 56 and 98 SNOTEL
stations (black triangle) are identiﬁed as being within
the ‘WA’ and ‘CO’ domains, respectively, and 75 and
152 COOP stations (gray plus sign) are within the WA and
CO domains, respectively. COOP sites were selected based
on how static the site location was (i.e. not moved more than
once in the given 11 years).

METHODS
Statistics used for validation procedures

The MODIS SCF detection analysis is presented as
overall percentages of snow and land detection and
misclassiﬁcations. To this end, MODIS SCF are translated into binary snow presence or absence based on a
minimal fractional threshold. The following terminology
is used in the detection analysis:
Hydrol. Process. (2012)
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Figure 2. Regional elevation (in meters) maps of Washington and Colorado domains with a larger Western U.S. regional view (lower right ﬁgure with
boxes highlighting the two featured regions). SNOTEL (black triangle) and NWS COOP (gray plus sign) sites are also shown. Source of the elevation
maps are the National Elevation Dataset (NED) for the top two maps and lower right map source is the GTOPO-1 km

TP = True Positive: MODIS and in-situ measurements
both indicate snow cover
FN = False Negative: MODIS does not detect snow
cover when in-situ does
TN = True Negative: MODIS and in-situ measurements
both indicate land only
FP = False Positive: MODIS detects snow cover but
in-situ does not
Snow cover is determined to be present at in-situ
SNOTEL (COOP) points when at least 2.54 mm
(25.4 mm) of SWE (snow depth) is present (similar to
Maurer et al., 2003; Tang and Lettenmaier, 2010),
following a typical convention of a 10:1 snow depth to
SWE ratio (e.g. Baxter et al., 2005). Simic et al. (2004)
and Ault et al. (2006) found that 10 mm of snow depth
was sufﬁcient to capture grid cell-based snow cover well.
The Dong and Peters-Lidard (2010) analysis found that
TP values did not change much when the SWE-threshold
exceeded 50 mm.
These basic statistics represent the total count of each
event and are presented as percentages in relation to total,
non-cloudy days. In this paper, FN and false positive (FP)
are combined into one statistic, known as the total error.
Additional fractional measures include the probability of
detection (POD) and false alarm rate (as in Painter et al.,
2009; Dong and Peters-Lidard, 2010). POD is a measure
of a sensor’s ability to detect the fraction of correctly
observed signals and also corresponds to sensor-based
omission errors. The false alarm ratio (FAR) occurs when
the sensor falsely detects snow, corresponding with
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

commission errors. Thus, POD is designated here as the
fraction of times that MODIS correctly detected SCF when
compared with in-situ measurements (TP/(TP + FN)), and
FAR represents the fraction of times MODIS falsely detected
snow not present at the in-situ points (FP/(FP + TN)).
For most of the presented analysis, detection statistics
are calculated for an 11-year climatological snow season
period, November to June (excluding months November
to February for 2000).
Aggregating MODIS pixels

Since this work involves reprojecting the MODIS
products from their 500 m sinusoidal grid to the LIS 0.01
GCS model grid for subsequent model experiments, the
MODIS SCF values are validated on the model grid
against the daily in-situ observations (e.g. as in Maurer
et al., 2003). To see if any differences exist between
validating MODIS SCF values from the original sinusoidal pixels versus those resampled (i.e. nearest neighbor)
to the 0.01 grid, an initial SCF detection validation is
performed. For the SNOTEL sites, 11-year accumulated
POD (FAR) rates (including summer months) for the
sinusoidal pixel case are estimated to be 85.95 (3.55) and
76.95% (4.69%) for CO and WA, respectively. For the
regridded pixel case, the POD (FAR) rates measured as
85.56 (3.69) and 76.01% (4.86%), respectively, for CO
and WA. The differences are not statistically signiﬁcant,
thus performing additional validation on the 0.01 grid
system proves to be a viable approach.
Due to the shifting pixel and scaling issues, the ﬁrst
part of the analysis involves comparing a single 0.01 grid
Hydrol. Process. (2012)
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cell, corresponding to an in-situ point, to varying
averaged sinusoidal pixel sized areas. A single pixel
or grid cell area is referred to as the single nearest pixel
(‘1 pixel’) that is assigned to the in-situ observed 0.01
grid cell. For averaging pixel areas, two different boxed
areas are averaged about each 0.01 point for 33 and
55 pixel areas, similar to Zhou et al. (2005). The
surrounding 500 m sinusoidal pixels are averaged
together for each 0.01 grid cell (e.g. 1 sinusoidal pixel
for the 3x3 area). The latitudinal points, however, cannot
simply be added to or subtracted from the center one,
since the sinusoidal projection is slanted compared to the
GCS grid. Thus, ~0.004167 of geographic distance is
instead added to or subtracted from the center latitudinal
point, and then the sinusoidal x- and y- points are located
using MODIS Tile Calculator routines (http://modland.
nascom.nasa.gov/developers/index.html). This approach
accounts for the ‘true’ sinusoidal pixel north and south of
the in-situ 0.01 point.
The sinusoidal pixel-area averaging algorithm follows
similar rules and constraints as applied for the 0.05
composite climate-modeling grid MODIS SCA product
(MOD10C1, Riggs et al., 2006). A few constraints used
for this study include masking out an averaged pixel
containing 20% or more ‘error-based’ pixels (e.g. when
data is ﬂagged as ‘missing’, ‘ﬁll’ or ‘detector saturated’)
or containing 20% or more water-classiﬁed (‘inland
water’ and ‘ocean’) pixels. Also, a ‘conﬁdence index’
threshold is applied for averaged areas where any pixel
identiﬁed as either SCF or land-based are summed and
then divided by the total number of pixels in the box.
When the index goes below 70%, the averaged SCF value
is masked out. Finally, different cloud and individual
pixel SCF cutoff thresholds are applied, as presented in
the results section.
DA procedure and experiments

For the DA experiments with CLM, a simple rule-based
DI approach was selected to demonstrate what, if any, effects
the MODIS SCF pixels have on the model snow states
(SWE, snow depth). This assimilation approach assumes
that the observations are nearly perfect. The DI method uses
the same rules as in Rodell and Houser (2004) in LIS. The
CLM spin-up period is from Sept. 1, 2000, to Sept. 1, 2007,
and the evaluation period is from Sept. 1, 2007 to Sept. 1,
2010, with a one hour time-step. Only the Terra MODIS
SCF product, which has an approximate 10:00 am local
overpass time, is used for the LIS-CLM DA experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SCF detection ability based on pixel aggregation

As described previously, MODIS gridded products
suffer from a shifting pixel effect. Does aggregating the
500 m sinusoidal pixels help reduce MODIS SCF
detection errors? The aggregation method outlined
involves averaging the 500 m sinusoidal pixels that cover
and neighbor the grid cell that contains an in-situ
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

measurement. Two boxed areas (33 and 55) are
averaged and evaluated against the single pixels for all
in-situ points and 11 years (or snow-melt seasons) of
MODIS SCF data. For the aggregation results in this
section, an averaged gridded box that contains more than
50% cloud cover is considered fully cloud-covered and
removed from the analysis. To examine the station
variability, POD and FAR are compared through scatter
plots in Figure 3 for CO (1) SNOTEL and (2) COOP and
WA (3) SNOTEL and (4) COOP networks. The time
period reﬂects March 2000 to June 2010, and for snow
season months, November to June.
Based on these snow season detection statistics, POD is
seen to increase with aggregation for all four cases with
the highest values associated with 55 areas (represented
by crosses in Figure 3). This is similarly reported in Tong
et al. (2009). FAR percentages are also largest with 55
area averages (open triangles), which is a logical
consequence of averaging snow-covered pixels around
snow-free pixels, especially in ephemeral snow areas.
Zhou et al. (2005) showed total detection accuracy (when
both snow and land were correctly detected) to vary little
when going from 11 to 55 pixel areas for the binary
snow cover product, with slight improvement for the 55
areas. However, they only looked at four SNOTEL sites.
One major highlight of Figure 3 is that POD rates increase
with aggregation over the 1 pixel cases despite the
increases in FAR values.
For the 11 year snow season climatology (November to
June), Table II provides estimates for all of the described
detection statistics, including total error and total counts
occurring for each case (e.g. CO-SNOTEL, WA-SNOTEL,
etc.), integrated over all sites per observing network. Similar
to Figure 3, TP (POD) and FP (FAR) relative frequencies all
increase with respect to increases in averaged area sizes for
all cases. However, greater increases in POD values occur
from the 1 pixel to 33 areas (than for 33 to 55) for all
cases. The FN values (MODIS not able to detect SCF) also
decrease with aggregation for all cases, especially for the
higher elevation SNOTEL cases. These decreases in FN
frequencies contribute to SNOTEL-based total error reductions and result by including pixels which have a high
probability of containing snow cover, since SNOTEL sites
typically reside at colder, higher elevation locations where
more precipitation and spatially continuous snow cover
occur. However, COOP-based total errors increase with
pixel aggregation due to FP increases (as seen in Table II),
which can result from greater snow-land cover heterogeneity (e.g. due to blowing snow, higher temperature and
radiation effects) at these lower elevation. Even though the
55 averaged areas have the highest POD values, they
suffer from the greatest FAR rates. Thus, all subsequent
analysis and experiments will be conducted with only the
33 averaged areas.
On a monthly timescale, these detection measures are
viewed again to highlight how they vary at different times
of the year. Figure 4 shows monthly climatological
comparisons of the POD and FAR statistics along with
TP and FP for both CO (Figures 4a,c) and WA (4b,d)
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Figure 3. Scatter plots of 11-year POD and FAR climatologies (in percentage) for the single pixel (x-axis) versus 33-pixel (‘3-Pix’) and 55-pixel (‘5-Pix’)
averages (y-axis; ‘n-Pixel’), for the CO domain a) SNOTEL and b) COOP sites and the WA domain c) SNOTEL and d) COOP sites, for snow season months
(November to June). 3- and 5-pixel POD (FAR) climatologies are represented by open squares and crosses (open circles and triangles), respectively

Table II. MODIS SCF detection percentages for Colorado and Washington, and SNOTEL and COOP observation networks, for snow
season months (November to June) for 2000–2010 (reﬂecting 11 spring melt seasons)
Snow Season (Nov–Jun)

Percentages

CO-SNOTEL

Total Count

TP

TN

FP

FN

Total Error

POD

FAR

1 Pixel
3 Pixels
5 Pixels
WA-SNOTEL
1 Pixel
3 Pixels
5 Pixels
CO-COOP
1 Pixel
3 Pixels
5 Pixels
WA-COOP
1 Pixel
3 Pixels
5 Pixels

103,044
101,886
101,887

67.78
72.91
74.40

21.68
19.68
18.44

1.19
2.44
3.58

9.34
4.97
3.59

10.54
7.41
7.17

87.89
93.61
95.40

5.22
11.02
16.27

36,289
35,789
35,757

58.81
66.95
69.05

21.85
19.32
17.67

2.83
4.75
6.32

16.51
8.99
6.96

19.34
13.73
13.28

78.08
88.17
90.84

11.46
19.73
26.35

178,131
173,064
172,909

16.36
17.83
18.34

78.23
75.84
74.03

3.23
5.09
6.70

2.18
1.24
0.93

5.41
6.33
7.63

88.24
93.50
95.18

3.96
6.30
8.30

59,980
57,839
57,573

7.72
8.82
8.98

84.42
79.15
75.35

6.75
11.72
15.54

1.10
0.30
0.13

7.85
12.03
15.67

87.50
96.67
98.61

7.40
12.90
17.10

Note: Italicized numbers above highlight the total error statistic values.

SNOTEL networks and for both 11 (4a,b) and 33
(4c,d) pixel area cases. The greatest errors are associated
with the FN, especially in fall and spring months. For
most of the Western U.S., Tang and Lettenmaier (2010)
also show that much of the misclassiﬁed MODIS SCA
pixels are concentrated in the spring melt and early snow
accumulation seasons. The POD and TP measures closely
agree in winter months, especially for CO. However, the
climatological monthly FAR values extend upward to
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

values of 70% in the winter months (Dec. to Mar.) for
both CO cases (11 and 33) and values reaching up to
50% for the WA cases. This is mainly due to snow being
present at most of the SNOTEL sites throughout the
winter months, and thus few counts occurring for true
negative (TN) (‘land-only detected’) and also FP. For
example, for the 1-pixel CO case, the month of January
only had 6 counts of TN and 7 of FP, but a total of
13 229 snow or land (snow-free) observations were
Hydrol. Process. (2012)
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Figure 4. 11-year monthly climatologies of MODIS SCF detection percentages of POD, FAR, TP, FP and FN measures for SNOTEL sites in a,c) CO
and b,d) WA domains are shown for a,b) 11single pixel (top) and c,d) 3x3-pixel averaged areas (bottom). An SCF cutoff is set at 0% and a SWE
threshold is set to 2.54 mm

counted as available for that month. Similar results are
found in Tekeli et al. (2005) where no FAR or
commission rates were estimated, just omission rates.
Thus, when the FAR is calculated, it overestimates what
is considered a ‘false’ MODIS SCF condition even
though good agreement is being presented for MODIS
SCF and SNOTEL sites. This is one major issue in using
the weighted POD and FAR statistics.
If the same analysis is performed for COOP sites only
(not shown), both FP and TN counts are much higher than
those for SNOTEL. If both SNOTEL and COOP network
observations are summed and weight-averaged together,
then monthly FAR values are lower. Similar results
are reported by Dong and Peters-Lidard (2010) where
all monthly climatological FAR values are below
20% (for six-years of data). They also included open
(e.g. grassland) and lower elevation sites (Global
Historical Climatology Network, which includes COOP
sites). Our study provides an additional break-down of the
two different networks and regions, revealing the spatial
variability in the detection error statistics. It can also be
expected that different observation errors are estimated
for different reference data sources, given the differences
in their sampling technique and precision.
Cloud fraction impacts on detection

Snow and cloud discrimination errors can greatly affect
MODIS SCA. Clouds can be incorrectly classiﬁed as snow,
and shallow or patchy snow cover can be mistaken as cloud
cover due to MODIS cloud mask errors, especially near
snow cover edges (Riggs and Hall, 2003, 2004; Hall and
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Riggs, 2007). To further explore the impact of cloud cover,
different cloud cover thresholds are applied in the SCF pixel
aggregation process. For example, if an averaged pixel area
has 10% cloud cover or greater, then the averaged pixel area
is identiﬁed as completely cloud covered. In applying three
cloud thresholds of 10, 50 and 90% to the 33 areaaveraged pixels, Figure 5 reveals the impact on total error
percentages for all cases and for both annual and snow
season time frames. In comparison to the 1-pixel case, total
errors for the SNOTEL sites (for both CO and WA) are
shown again to decrease with aggregation. However, for
all the COOP sites (Figures 5b and d), total errors
increase signiﬁcantly with increasing the cloud cover cutoff
due to larger FP values (e.g. 90% would allow a 33
area that is 90% covered by clouds be accepted as a MODIS
SCF observation).
When all sites are accounted for, both annual (all
months) and snow-season (Nov. to Jun. months) total
errors are lowest for the 10% cloud threshold (as shown in
Figure 5e). Also, the corresponding total error counts for
all sites are provided (Figure 5f) to reﬂect how this cloud
threshold screening process removes or includes more
observations than the 1-pixel case. Even though more
observations are eliminated with the 10% cloud cover
threshold, this reduction is able to remove more erroneous
data, which would be beneﬁcial to DA experiments. Dong
et al. (2005, 2007) also proved that by screening passive
microwave snow observations with high errors due to
warmer air temperature periods, deep snow packs, etc.,
the remotely sensed data did better serve applications,
such as DA.
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Figure 5. Total error percentages estimated for different cloud fraction cut-off values (10, 50 and 90%), of the 33 averaged areas, are compared with
single pixel (‘1 pixel’) values for both CO domain a) SNOTEL and b) COOP sites and WA domain c) SNOTEL and d) COOP sites. Annual (gray
vertical bars) and snow-season (black bars) total error percentages are given for all cases. The bar plots in e) and f) include the total error and total counts,
respectively, for all sites in this study, and plot g) shows the total average cloud coverage (%) occurring for each set of sites

Impact of MODIS SCF thresholds on detection ability

The MODIS SCF product may experience greater
detection errors when SCF drops below 20% (Dery et al.,
2005) when patchy (e.g. Klein and Barnett, 2003). To see
how low MODIS SCF values affect detection ability, the
detection statistics are calculated with varying SCF (%)
thresholds, above which SCF is considered to be equivalent
in detection to the binary SCA product (100% snow
covered). This is ﬁrst done with only the single pixel points
for the snow season months, November to June, and same
years (2000–2010). To show how the SCF thresholds relates
to the binary MODIS SCA product (either 100% snow or
0% snow-free conditions), SCA detection statistics are also
estimated. Since both products are derived using the NDSI
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

algorithm, it could be assumed that their detection abilities
are equivalent. Different detection statistics are presented in
Figure 6 a) TP, b) FP, c) TN and d) FN as a function of SCF
thresholds (except for SCA which has constant statistics for
all thresholds) for CO and WA domain SNOTEL and
COOP sites. For each region-network case (e.g. SNOTELCOOP), the sum of their four detection statistics (TP + FP +
TN + FN) always equals 100%.
Figure 6 indicates only slight differences between SCA
and SCF detection abilities, as assumed, and SCF shows
some sensitivity to change in SCF thresholds, especially
at SNOTEL sites (Figures 6a and d) where FN values
increase with increasing thresholds. In Figure 6e, the total
errors (FN + FP) are compared for SCA, single pixel SCF
values at different SCF thresholds and 3-pixel SCF
Hydrol. Process. (2012)
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Figure 6. Relative frequencies (in percentage) are shown as a function of SCF cutoff thresholds, for single pixels only, in ﬁgures a) TP, b) FP, c) TN and
d) FN for the WA and CO SNOTEL and COOP sites. For all four cases, total error values (in %) are compared in e) for single-pixel SCA, SCF (as a
function of SCF thresholds), and 3-pixel averages (10% cloud cover) with 0% and 15% SCF thresholds (performed prior to averaging). All values shown
reﬂect snow season months (November–June)

averages (with 10% cloud cover). The SCF total errors
tend to increase with increasing SCF thresholds for
SNOTEL and decrease with COOP sites. In addition,
thresholds exist where SCF total errors are less than
SCA’s with the SCF total error minimums occurring for
CO at the 0% (20%) SCF threshold for SNOTEL (COOP)
sites, and for WA at 0% (30%) SCF thresholds for
SNOTEL (COOP). The lower threshold for SNOTEL is a
logical consequence of the higher chance for snow at
these high elevation sites. In addition, a composite
minimum total error was estimated across all sites to be
near 15% SCF cutoff, similar to the cutoff value applied
in Rittger et al. (2012). When used as a threshold in the
33-pixel average (‘3-Pix’, 15%) and included in the
comparison (Figure 6e), SNOTEL (COOP) sites have
greater (lower) total errors versus the 33 average with a
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

0% SCF threshold. However, both 33 cases still have
lower total errors than any single pixel SCA or SCF case,
except for the WA-COOP case where the total error
increases with the 33 average and 0% threshold. Since
the 33 average with the 15% SCF threshold produces
the lowest total errors of the combined cases, only it, with
the 10% cloud cover threshold, will be included and
discussed in all subsequent analysis.
Physiographic impacts on SCF detection

In this section, the aggregated MODIS SCF grid cells
are evaluated for different physiographic conditions. First,
errors associated with vegetation type are examined, since
the MODIS SCF algorithm was tuned in areas with little
tree cover, making the product more prone to error in
Hydrol. Process. (2012)
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dense forests areas (Salomonson and Appel, 2004), like
the WA domain. The MODIS 13-UMD land classiﬁcation
map is used here (see Figure 1 table for vegetation
class description). Figures 7a and b indicate how much
total error is attributed with vegetation type (showing top
six ranked contributors) and for each network-domain
case (e.g. “SNOTEL-CO”). The total error is again a
spatio-temporally integrated statistic here. The largest
contribution to total error (in percentage) is associated
with evergreen needleleaf (‘EvNf’) type, where more than
60% of the total error estimates occur for both WA
SNOTEL and COOP cases and more than 40% for all
cases combined (Figure 7a). Simic et al. (2004) also
showed higher errors, especially commission errors, for
Canadian evergreen forests than for other vegetation
classes. The UMD woodland (‘Wdlnd’) type is second in
overall contribution (almost 25%) to the total error
estimates, and cropland is ranked sixth (5%).
To see how vegetation height affects total error estimates,
the UMD classes are categorized as either ‘tall’ (evergreen
needleleaf to woodland) or ‘short’ (wooded grassland to
crop) vegetation types, based on Hansen et al. (2000).
Figure 7c presents the partitioning of total errors into FP and
FN stats for each network-domain case. FN percentages
account for almost all total error estimates in all cases,
except for COOP-WA, which is dominated by FP
percentages. Based on all counts in Figure 7d, most tall

a)
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
EvNf

c)

Mixed

Tall Veg FP

Wdlnd

Tall Veg FN

WdGra

Grass

Short Veg FP

Crop

Short Veg FN

Total Error Count(in Thousands)

b)
80%

Percentage of Total Error

vegetation types are associated with SNOTEL sites, and
COOP-CO is dominated by short vegetation types (spacetime frequency greater than 130 000 counts). For short
vegetation, FP counts are smallest for all cases. Thus, for all
cases, tall vegetation types dominate the total error
estimates, and short vegetation types appear to have greater
total errors with SNOTEL and not COOP sites. This could
relate to greater forest fraction associated with taller
vegetation types and a consequent MODIS SCF underestimation (e.g. Klein et al., 1998; Dong and Peters-Lidard,
2010; Rittger et al., 2012).
Another physiographic condition that is known to impact
MODIS snow cover detection is elevation. To examine the
elevation impacts, the SNOTEL and COOP site elevations
were grouped into 500 m elevation bands. CO’s bands
ranged between 1000–3500 m and 500–2000 m for WA.
Figure 8 highlights the SCF detection statistics (TP, FP and
FN) grouped by region and for each elevation band and
monthly climatology. For CO and WA, TP estimates
increase with elevation (Figures 8a and b, respectively),
similar to Tekeli et al. (2005). For CO, COOP sites
contribute to the reduction in wintertime TP estimates. The
WA domain experiences greater FP frequencies at lower
elevations, which may be due to due to patchier snow
conditions (e.g. Hall et al., 2002a; Gao et al., 2010). For
example, Molotch and Margulis (2008) found that Landsat
discriminates snow and snow-free pixels better than
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Figure 7. (a) The amount of total error (in percentage) attributed with each UMD vegetation type along with (b) total error counts for each vegetation
type and observation network-domain case. Also, MODIS SCF detection errors (FP, FN) associated with vegetation height categories are shown for (c)
tall versus short vegetation classes and (d) overall total counts for the four cases
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Figure 8. MODIS SCF detection statistics, TP, FP and FN (in %), shown for varying elevation bands for both CO (a,c,e) and WA (b,d,f), respectively.
With an elevation band interval of 500 m, CO has ﬁve elevation bands (range is 1000–3500 m) and WA has four bands (range is 0–2000 m)

MODIS at lower elevations. However in this study, the FN
(and total error) estimates are greatest at upper elevation
bands for both domains, especially in the transition seasons
with WA experiencing the highest FN estimate of 30% in
May (Figures 8e and f). At these higher locations, SNOTEL
snow may be locally present in patches, while the grid cell is
not covered, i.e. SNOTEL representativeness error is
included. This is shown also in Tang and Lettenmaier
(2010) but with the SCA product. These higher errors could
also be attributed to the greater spatial variability in spring,
the remaining spring snowpack being obscured by vegetation, and a possible spring sun-angle problem in Terra
Collection 5 products (see also Rittger et al., 2012).
Temperature impacts

MODIS snow cover detection has been shown to be
affected by air temperature, especially when it exceeds the
freezing point of 273 K (Wang et al., 2008; Dong and
Peters-Lidard, 2010). The MODIS snow cover algorithm
utilizes the MODIS thermal bands to mask snow-covered
pixels as land points when the estimated temperature is
above 283 K, accounting for warmer tree canopies or rock
outcroppings when snow is present in a grid cell (e.g. Riggs
et al., 2006). Similar to Dong and Peters-Lidard (2010), the
SNOTEL and COOP daily average temperatures (in K)
are used here to categorize snow detection statistics in to
three temperature ranges: (1) less than 268 K ( 5  C), (2)
268–273 K ( 5 to 0  C) and (3) greater than 273 K. However
in this study, both the 11 and 33 averaged pixel SCF
detection abilities (POD, FAR, total error) are compared.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Figure 9. Differences in a) POD, b) FAR and c) total error (%) between
the 1- and 3-pixel averages are shown for all four cases and the three
different temperature categories, involving SNOTEL and COOP mean air
temperatures. Each category represents a 5 K temperature range: below
268 K; from 268 to 273 K; and above 273 K
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Table III. Summary statistics (temporal RMSE and correl, averaged over all sites per network, including spatial standard deviations) for
MODIS SCF data assimilation experiments and for winter months (Dec–Mar). Bold-italicized numbers indicate the experiment with
best overall performance in relation to the observations for each case
MODIS SCF DA: 1- vs. 3-pixel averages
Units: mm
SNOTEL, CO

Baseline

1 pixel

3 pixel

RMSE
Correl
SNOTEL, WA
RMSE
Correl
COOP, CO
RMSE
Correl
COOP, WA
RMSE
Correl
All Sites
RMSE
Correl

179.45 117.18
0.64 0.46

140.25 88.66
0.85 0.20

122.61 82.08
0.92 0.12

255.84 198.47
0.83 0.20

280.25 167.56
0.69 0.28

221.81 138.61
0.83 0.17

302.54 358.79
0.30 0.37

103.99 113.31
0.66 0.19

98.66 97.58
0.67 0.21

175.59 238.79
0.55 0.27

158.54 191.58
0.60 0.25

153.53 171.26
0.61 0.25

228.35 228.31
0.58 0.32

170.76 140.28
0.70 0.23

149.45 122.38
0.76 0.19

Note: SNOTEL sites are evaluated in terms of SWE, and snow depth for COOP.

Looking again at the snow seasonal timeframe
(November–June) and all four cases, POD is found to
be above 80% for most cases, except for SNOTEL sites
when in-situ temperatures exceed 273 K (Figure 9a). The
3-pixel case tends to have slightly greater POD values
than the single pixel cases, with only exceptions being
some COOP sites when temperatures reached 273 K or

greater. For regional comparisons, CO sites tend to have
higher POD values than WA with respect to SNOTEL
sites, similar to ﬁndings in Dong and Peters-Lidard
(2010), but the opposite appears true for COOP sites.
All FAR and total error estimates are reduced when
going from the single to the aggregated pixel values, for
each case and each temperature category (Figures 9b and c).

Figure 10. Spatially averaged time series for in-situ snow observations (SNOTEL SWE or COOP snow depth), baseline CLM experiment (‘No DA’),
and the two assimilated cases, one with the single pixel (‘1-Pix’) and the 33 averaged pixels (‘3-Pix’) for CO domain a) SNOTEL and b) COOP sites,
and for WA domain c) SNOTEL and d) COOP sites. All data points are shown in mm of SWE or snow depth
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 11. a) The CLM baseline SWE variable (in mm) is compared to b) 1-pixel and c) 3-pixel averaged MODIS SCF observations (in %) and the
respective assimilation results (d,e) for Feb. 21, 2010 (18Z). Top left legend accompanies plots a), d) and e) and top right legend accompanies MODIS
SCF images in b–c)

The greatest total error estimates are found with
SNOTEL sites at temperatures exceeding 273 K, attributed mainly to high FN rates (i.e. SCF detection missed),
which result from patchier snow conditions and by the
MODIS Collection 5 surface temperature screen in the
snow cover products, which causes greater removal of
snow in mountainous areas, in spring months (described
at http://modis-snow-ice.gsfc.nasa.gov/?c=collection6).
This temperature screen will be removed in Collection 6
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

products. The highest FAR values are associated with
SNOTEL sites, especially for temperatures below 273 K.
This again is due to very low TN counts (e.g. 100 for
the 1-pixel SNOTEL-CO case at <268 K) in winter
months and comparatively high FP counts (though the FP
counts for this example represent only 0.38% of all
SNOTEL-CO points in this temperature category). Dong
and Peters-Lidard (2010) showed FAR values to increase at
lower temperatures, suggesting this may relate to signal
Hydrol. Process. (2012)
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contamination. This example reiterates the point that the
POD and FAR statistics can be misleading on how large
SCF detection errors may be.
Impact of assimilating the MODIS SCF observations

In this ﬁnal section, the MODIS SCF observations,
either single pixel or the aggregated pixels, are
assimilated into the CLM LSM to see how they may
impact the model snow variables, i.e. SWE and snow
depth. Three experiments are conducted for each region:
(1) baseline CLM run (default with no DA), and
assimilated with (2) the single pixel, and (3) averaged
3-pixel MODIS SCF observations. The model experiments are evaluated with the SNOTEL and COOP sites
for the four different cases: SNOTEL, COOP, WA and
CO, and for three Water Years, 2008–2010. The
assimilation experiments are evaluated in terms of the
root mean squared error (RMSE) and temporal correlation coefﬁcients (correl), averaged over all stations
within a network for the winter months of December to
March, and summarized in Table III. Also, 1 standard
deviations are given.
For the CO cases, assimilating MODIS SCF observations, both single and aggregated pixels, reduces the
RMSE and increases the correlation coefﬁcient statistics
dramatically over the baseline run (with no DA), as
shown in Table III. CO-COOP sites experience the
greatest error reduction with assimilating the aggregated
3-pixel observations. For the CO-SNOTEL sites, the
greatest increase in correlation values occurs along with
the greatest reduction in related standard deviation values,
especially for the averaged pixel cases. For WA, similar
results are also found but with slightly smaller impacts.
Overall, the averaged SCF pixels bring the assimilation
results closer to the in-situ snow observations than the
single pixel assimilated SCF observations, giving the
lowest RMSE and highest correlation values shown for
the three experiments (ﬁnal rows in Table III).
To see how the results vary in time throughout the full
three years, station-averaged SWE and snow depth are
presented in Figure 10 for the in-situ observations and
assimilation results. Again, the in-situ validation observations (‘obs’) are compared with the three experiments: the
basesline (‘No DA’), assimilated 1- (‘1-Pix’) and 3-pixel
(‘3-Pix’) averaged observations. For CO cases, the
modeled SNOTEL point averages show the 3-pixel SCF
data assimilated experiment to have the highest peaks in
SWE and closest agreement with the in-situ validation
data (Figure 10a). For CO-COOP, the modeled snow
depth is reduced when the MODIS SCF observations are
assimilated and brought closer to the COOP snow depth
data (Figure 10b). For the WA cases, assimilating
MODIS SCF removes CLM’s late-spring SWE bias at
the SNOTEL points and removes the cold-bias-induced
snow in the summer months. This SWE bias is due to a
CLM issue with the NLDAS forcing (cold temperature
bias) where CLM does not completely melt off its
snowpack at the end of every spring at a few station
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

points. For all cases, SWE or snow depth values are less
overall in the single versus averaged pixel DA experiments due to random zero SCF values occurring in time,
related partly to the pixel shifts. The overall SWE (snow
depth) amounts are increased with the 3-pixel averaged
SCF observations assimilated for the SNOTEL (COOP)
cases, as seen in Figure 10c (Figure 10d).
In terms of spatial impacts of the assimilated observations, CLM tends to maintain too much snow spatially,
partly due to the NLDAS cold bias. Figure 11 provides an
example of this by comparing the CLM baseline SWE
variable (Figure 11a) to MODIS SCF 1-pixel and 3-pixel
averaged observations (Figures 11b and c, respectively)
for the WA domain on Feb. 21, 2010 (at 18Z). When the
SCF observations are assimilated into CLM, they are able to
reduce CLM’s positive spatial extent bias (see Figures 11d,
e). When the two assimilation experiments are compared,
the 3-pixel averaged observation case (Figure 11e) reveals
greater SWE amounts than the 1-pixel case on the western
end of the Cascade Mountain range and slightly deeper
snow packs in areas of the smaller eastern ranges of the WA
domain. Thus, the 3-pixel averaged retains more SWE in the
mountains due to the increased SCF detection and reduction
in false negatives (FNs) (e.g. shown in Figures 4).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the daily 500 m Terra MODIS SCF product
(Salomonson and Appel, 2004) was evaluated for its
ability to detect snow presence in the mid-latitudinal, high
and low elevation regions of CO and WA. The MODIS
SCF detection analysis was performed with in-situ
measurements (SNOTEL and COOP) and was provided
in terms of snow and land detection and misclassiﬁcation
frequencies. Similar validation studies have been conducted but either on short timescales (less than a year) or
with very few stations. Building upon this previous work,
11 years (March 2000–September 2010) of MODIS SCA
and SCF data for the two different regions were used in
this validation, enabling a better spatio-temporal appreciation of the MODIS detection errors. The 500 m pixels
were aggregated due to MODIS pixels shifting in space
due to sensor viewing angles and gridding artifacts. As
expected with aggregation, the POD and FAR went up for
all cases. Among FN and FP estimates, FN values
dominated most of the total error estimates and were
greatly reduced with aggregation.
In comparison to previous MODIS snow cover validation
studies, the total error estimates reported here fall well
within the error range presented in Table I. In terms of the
single 500 m pixel error estimates, the MODIS SCF
product’s total errors for the two regions and in-situ
validation datasets range from 5.41 to 19.34%, which is
within the range of 1.5% (Liang et al., 2008b) to 32.7%
(Tong et al., 2009) of Table I. For a more extensive list of
total error ranges, the reader is referred to Parajka and
Blöschl (2012b). For the ﬁnal evaluated 3x3-pixel averaged
areas with a 10% cloud coverage threshold and 15% SCF
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cutoff, the total error estimates decrease to 3.92–16.85% in
comparison to the single 500 m pixel error estimates. These
error reductions reﬂect not only the aggregation process but
also the pixel screening process, which was also shown to
improve the analysis results when aggregated SCF
observations were assimilated into a LSM.
When evaluating the MODIS SCF product on monthly
timescales or for low air temperature ranges (i.e. below
268 K), FAR values are greatly overestimated in winter
months, exceeding values of 70%, due to low TN
estimates. For temperature-related errors, the greatest
total error estimates are found when temperatures exceed
273 K, attributed mainly to high FN rates, originally
shown in Dong and Peters-Lidard (2010). These high
errors result from the MODIS Collection 5 surface
temperature screen used in the snow cover products,
which has been removed in the Collection 6 products. In
terms of how errors relate to vegetation type, evergreen
needle-leaf forests were shown to contribute the most,
explaining about 40–60% of the SCF total errors
estimated (with errors ranging from 7.37–17.04%). Simic
et al. (2004) also showed higher errors for Canadian
evergreen forests with a range of about 10–20% in total
error. For varying elevation bands, TP estimates increased
in frequency with elevation for all cases, but FN and thus
total error estimates also increased with elevation,
especially in the spring months (similar to results in
Tong et al., 2009).
To enhance the value that can be extracted from
MODIS data in the future, more sophisticated statistical
models could be developed for sinusoidal pixel aggregation, incorporating VZA and accounting for regridding
effects to ensure a better ﬁt with observations before
assimilation or hydrological forecasting. Temporal aggregation (including days ahead or after day of observation)
has also been shown to improve MODIS snow cover
detection rates (e.g. Tekeli et al., 2005). Accounting for
these and other effects may increase MODIS SCF
detection capabilities and improve error estimates for
DA and streamﬂow forecasts. Finally, though in-situ
snow observations can be used for satellite-based snow
cover detection studies and help screen out certain
erroneous data, spatial SCF errors (e.g. bias estimates)
may be most appropriately estimated with higher
resolution satellite products, like Landsat scenes (e.g.
Rittger et al., 2012). Such spatially based SCF errors
could be used in more sophisticated DA methods, like
ensemble Kalman ﬁlter approaches.
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